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Mitt Romney stated in his Republican nomination acceptance speech, “President Obama promised to 

begin to slow the rise of the oceans,” implying that healing the planet would not help families in need. 

New York Times writer Nicholas Kristof tweeted that Romney’s “dismissiveness was appalling.” 

 

An Environmental Context Worth Noting 

 

Between January and July of this year, the Northeast United States (Romney’s Massachusetts included) 

experienced its hottest period since such data was first documented in 1895. This may be the hottest 

period in over a half-million years in North America. 

 

Not surprisingly, in the Arctic, sea ice has also disappeared faster this year, indeed, this month, than 

ever in documented history. 

 

The drought afflicting half of the United States is the worst since the mega-droughts of the 14th century 

that drove whole North American cultures to extinction. Similar monsoon droughts wiped out farmers 

over decades and centuries in medieval Asia. This summer, across much of India, the monsoon was at 

least 20% reduced, inciting catastrophic groundwater and crop depletions. 

 

A Cascade of Tragedies – All Ignored 

 

Such tolls on the natural world are often human induced though humanity’s denials continue to mount 

in disingenuous diatribes that attempt to kill science, asphyxiate fact, and deliberately dazzle 

constituencies with outright deception. 

 

Well-choreographed mass genuflections to denial are designed to win the hearts and minds of the 

unwitting; of those myriad communities, families and individuals who are hurting and therefore, goes 

the theory, most vulnerable to ignorance. One witnesses the political use of G-d in the same breath as 

the abnegation of G-d’s Creation. To some this might seem sinister, amid a much-ballyhooed celebration 

of family values and womanhood. 

 

With the promise of 12 million jobs, any and all ecological illiteracy, embracing every known cliché and 

insult, apparently sleeps easily despite parishes – with their tens-of-thousands of stricken denizens in 

Louisiana – struggling to survive the rising waters; tens-of-millions of mothers and their children going 

hungry in East Africa; and hundreds-of-thousands of species and populations verging towards extinction 

on every continent. 

 

This cascade of tragedies does not even begin to account for the more than 100 billion vertebrates that 

are slaughtered for human consumption annually, despite warnings by this week’s international water 

forum in Stockholm whose delegates released findings which included a stark warning about the year 



2050, with its vast human population increase and resulting resource scarcities. Malin Falkenmark, 

Senior Scientific Advisor to the Stockholm International Water Institute (SIWI), writes in “Food Security: 

Overcoming Water Scarcity Realities,” that in just under four decades from now, at least half the world 

will have chronic water shortages, forcing a global human diet comprising a 75% decrease in protein 

consumption deriving from other animals; in essence, a vegetarian, or near vegetarian diet. More likely, 

it would appear, a vegan diet. 

 

Meanwhile, forest cover worldwide is disappearing. Every biome is under siege. Countless fisheries are 

disappearing, as are most coral reefs throughout the world. 

 

Meanwhile in Florida… 

 

In Florida, the state’s Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission lists over 100 state animals as 

“endangered, threatened, or species of special concern” and these include such iconic American 

biological masterpieces as the Florida Sandhill Crane, Florida crocodile (500 individuals remaining), 

Roseate Spoonbill (no more than 800 breeding pairs in Florida), between 1,000 and 1,500 Florida Black 

Bears, approximately 1435 West Indian Manatees, a mere 30-50 Florida panthers, the Wood Stork and 

the Southern Bald Eagle. 

 

A Republican Legacy That Is Important To Recall 

 

It was a Republican President, Theodore Roosevelt, who in 1903 established the first of 556 U.S. Fish & 

Wildlife Refuges across America at Florida’s Pelican Island, with the intention of saving the then highly 

endangered Brown Pelican, in addition to other native birds. Convinced of Roosevelt’s wisdom, and the 

existing environmental crisis, President George W. Bush, in June 2006, officially protected the world’s 

largest marine reserve, an area, as the President described it, “more than 100 times larger than 

Yosemite National Park… larger than 46 of our 50 states, and more than seven times larger than all our 

national marine sanctuaries combined. This is a big deal,” President Bush said. 

 

Our nation’s first Republican President, Abraham Lincoln, laid the groundwork for Yosemite National 

Park by pausing during the Civil War to enshrine one of America’s first protected areas, California’s 

Mariposa Grove of Giant Sequoias, by signing the Yosemite Grant on June 30, 1864. 

 

Another Republican president, Richard Nixon, proposed the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

which began operating on December 2, 1970, half-a-year after the world’s first Earth Day, which Nixon 

prudently embraced to expand his following. In late December 1970, President Nixon also signed into 

law the Clean Air Act. 2012 marks the 40th anniversary of the Clean Water Act, which President Nixon 

also embraced. 

 

The Perils of Denying History 

 

Now, counter to a clear history of rather enlightened environmental legislation coming from both 

parties in Washington, August 30th, 2012 saw a surreal gathering in Tampa, Florida, one of those 

historic low-points among the party’s anti-environmental contingent, denying their own history of hard-

won, deeply committed bipartisan American environmentalism. 

 

Meanwhile, behind the scenes in Washington, that denial of science, and the ridicule and buffoonery 

driving it, has been gaining force, as it did in the days of great thinkers like Galileo Galilei. 



 

To mock the Earth in a staged theatrical display is not a little perplexing. No. It is tragic, and wholly 

unacceptable. Most children would recognize that this is palpably wrong, if not morally repugnant. Few 

teachers are left, who would throw out evolution, climate change, a human population explosion, the 

challenge of true consumer and ethical sustainability, and the daunting reality of the first major 

extinction crisis sweeping the planet in 65 million years. 

 

At least watching the scene on television, the Republican National Convention did not appear to show 

the least concern about such matters. 
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